False Flags with Richard Dolan - Aug 20th

To

“If tyranny and oppression come to this land, it will be in the guise of fighting a foreign enemy.”
~ James Madison, fourth President of the United States

We are seeing an increased use of covert force delivered via sophisticated surveillance technologies and exotic weaponry (both visible and invisible) to stage violent events. Such events are designed to:
• Draw media attention / boost media revenues
• Shift popular opinion
• Justify government policies and acts of war
• Further centralize wealth and political power

Indeed, it may be said that such events – often referred to as false flag events – are a form of street theater or reality TV which have been taken to a whole new level of intensity and profitability.

Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that my esteemed ally, Richard Dolan, is writing a book about false flag events. I took the opportunity to invite Richard to join me this week on the Solari Report to discuss his research.

Two phenomena are critical to the development of false flag capabilities: the technology of control and the emergence of intelligence agencies and private armies. Because these subjects are highly complex, I have researched and written a series of book reviews to supplement this week’s discussion:

• Guinea Pigs: Technologies of Control
• The Modern Mercenary
• Mark M. Rich on the Nuts & Bolts of Tyranny (subscriber-only)

My goal is not to draw you into the heart of darkness. Rather, I want you to see what is happening around you so that you are less likely to be tricked or harmed.

Catherine Austin Fitts

Secret Space Program Conference - October 31, Austin, TX
Following on the heels of the successful 2014 event in San Mateo, this year's 2-day Secret Space Program Conference will be held in Austin, Texas and will be even more power-packed with top speakers, innovative topics and livestream interaction.

Come join us to re-invent the future. Discover more about our world and what is really happening in The Secret Space Program completely hidden from the public's view. Together we will discover what the corporate space interests, major media and secret military programs have been hiding from the public and why they must be exposed and their covert programs be made transparent.

Let’s connect the dots and find out the truth.

Secure your Early Bird Tickets Now, using the discount code provided.

This offer is valid until August 31st. And we only have a limited number. Be sure to get your ticket before the time or the stock runs out.

Click here to learn more and get your discount.

---

Lunch with Catherine – August 22 – Austin, TX
Subscribers can purchase tickets to have lunch with Catherine in Austin, Texas on August 22. If you are not a subscriber and would like to learn more click here.

Purchace Tickets Here

---

Lunch with Catherine – October 17 – Amsterdam, Netherlands

Subscribers can purchase tickets to have lunch with Catherine in Amsterdam, Netherlands on October 17. If you are not a subscriber and would like to learn more click here.

Purchase Tickets Here
Now Available to Non-Subscribers! - Trade Agreements Part Two: Trade In Services Agreement Background, Composition of Support and Opposition, Potential Dangers and Links

[Note from CAF: This piece is the second part of a series on the proposed trade agreements. Our first piece on the Trans-Pacific Partnership can be found here. These agreements are expected to have a significant impact on the global economy. We hope these pieces help to educate you about what is underway.]

By Carolyn A. Betts, Esq. and Catherine Austin Fitts

In Part 1 of the Solari Report's series on international trade agreements and trade promotion authority, we provided a summary of some of the terms of the secret draft sections of the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), a proposed regional free trade agreement that would cover the trade in goods among twelve Pacific Rim countries, including the US. We provided links to sections of the TPP that have been leaked by Wikileaks and described some of the objections registered by various groups that oppose the TPP. We described some non-tariff trade barriers sought to be addressed in typical free trade agreements like the TPP and the international tribunals that have become the arbiters of disagreements among signatories (called “Parties”) to various trade agreements in recent years.

You can finish reading the article here.

Highlights from Our Last Report

This week on the Solari Report, Franklin Sanders and I discuss freedom and living an inspired life.

I came to a point in the late 1990’s where I believed – after looking at aerial spraying and changes being made to the food supply – that there was a depopulation underway. And I had to ask myself, “Can I stay alive and be happy in such a world?”

This was a struggle for me. I can deal with personal attacks, but watching other people being harmed is something I find deeply upsetting. Ultimately, the struggle for me is: can I live in a world where this kind of evil is going on and still have joy? This
was something I had to sort out. And it took me awhile.

The reality is that we are living in a world where certain forces do not want us to be free and inspired. But if we are going to live a free and inspired life, we have to find a way to create this life in the world as it is. It is very important that we accept the environment we have been given to work with – and that means no whining.

See it here or Subscribe
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